A WALL-MODELED/WALL-RESOLVED LES METHOD FOR TURBULENT WALL FLOWS
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Abstract. This present paper reports a novel methodology to simulate wall-bounded flows in the Large-Eddy Simulation framework using an automatic transition between a wall-modelled and a wall-resolved approach. The proposed technique aims at prescribing the right (modelled or resolved) wall shear stress and wall heat flux, preserving at the same time the no-slip/no-penetration conditions for the velocity and the isothermal/adiabatic conditions for the temperature fields. The approach is successfully implemented in a high-order finite-difference framework, and it is found able to adapt smoothly to the available near-wall grid spacing. Thus, the method falls into the wall-resolved case, when the near-wall dynamic is directly computed, whereas it employs the wall stress model when a full resolution of the near-wall region is not achievable. The method is tested on a nearly-incompressible turbulent channel flow and a supersonic spatially-devolving boundary layer flow. The obtained results highlight an excellent accuracy in representing the wall turbulence dynamics in terms of mean velocity profiles and fluctuations, almost independently of the near-wall spatial resolution. Thus, the proposed method results in a promising technique for analysis of high-Reynolds wall-bounded flows.

1 INTRODUCTION

Modelling wall turbulence is a crucial task in a broad range of engineering applications, such as external aerodynamics, turbomachinery, propulsive and hydrodynamics systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. In numerical simulations of turbulent flows, the most commonly used scale-resolving approach in the academic world is Large-Eddy Simulation (LES). LES has the main benefit that the dynamics of the energy-dominant and flow-dependent large eddies are directly resolved rather than being modelled, as they would be with a standard Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. However, the presence of solid-boundaries represents the major challenge in terms of computational cost since, in these regions, the scales of motion are of fundamental importance for the overall system dynamics, which means that the LES grid must resolve them. At the same time, the wall-eddies are orders of magnitude smaller than the outside boundary layer’s scales. As a result, most of the computational effort in wall-flows is dedicated to the near-wall regions, leading to prohibitive calculation turn around times for a Wall-Resolved LES (WRLES).
Chapman [5] and Choi and Moin [6] estimated that the number of grid points necessary to resolve the near-wall eddies for a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and Wall-Resolved LES (WRLES) is about \( N_{\text{DNS}} \sim Re_L^{37/14} \) and \( N_{\text{WR}} \sim Re_L^{13/7} \), respectively, where \( Re_L \) is the Reynolds number based on a characteristic length. It is easy to see that both DNS and WRLES becomes unpractical at high Reynolds numbers; thus, a strategy where only the outer-layer eddies are resolved and the near-wall eddies are modelled is required [7]. The proposed method falls in the Wall-Modelled LES (WMLES) path and deals with a wall-stress model to account for the near-wall dynamics. In particular, the process aims at feeding the information of the wall shear stress, \( \tau_w \), and the wall heat flux, \( q_w \), computed with an external model into the LES field. Recent developments about WMLES are reported in the work of Larsson et al. [8], Bose and Park [9] and Yang and Lv [10].

The primary purpose of this work is to provide an automatic transition between the WRLES and WMLES techniques, which are still separate strategies in the field of wall-turbulence applications. Considering, for example, a high Reynolds number flow over an airfoil, the most computational demanding regions (i.e., turbulent zones) can be accurately represented by a wall model to save resources. In contrast, regions characterised by incipient separation, in which the velocity gradient is locally zero, might be directly computed on the grid. Thus, the unification between WMLES and WRLES techniques could be desirable in always relying on the best possible wall resolution while keeping the overall computational cost acceptable. In this sense, the proposed approach can be considered a unified WR/WMLES method.

The present paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, the governing equations and the numerical method are presented and discussed. Section 3 provides the results discussion. Finally, Section 4 summarises the conclusions.

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METHODS

The present study is carried out with URANOS (Unsteady Robust All-Around Navier-Stokes Solver), a fully compressible Navier-Stokes solver recently developed and validated at the Industrial Engineering Department of the University of Padua [11, 12, 13]. The solver implements the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes system of equations in a conservative formulation dealing with both uniform and non-uniform structured Cartesian grids. The Wall-Adaptive Large-Eddy (WALE) model by Nicoud and Ducros [14] is employed accounting for the SubGrid-Scale (SGS) contributions. The model provides the correct asymptotic scaling in the near-wall regions without prescribing any artificial transition between the bulk flow and the boundary layer. Furthermore, in the present unified WR/WMLES implementation, the model guarantees the proper transition between a Wall-Modelled (WM) and a Wall-Resolved (WR) configuration since the SGS viscosity automatically vanishes in the near-wall regions. A High-Order Finite-Difference (HOFD) framework is adopted, employing a 5th-order accurate hybrid-central WENO scheme to reconstruct the convective terms. The 6th-order conservative central-finite-difference scheme by De Vanna et al. [15] is employed for diffusive contributions. The solution is advanced in time with a 3rd-order low-storage Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta scheme. The scheme provides a maximum Courant-Friedrich-Lewy parameter \( CFL_{\text{max}} \) equal to 1. In the authors’ computations, the \( CFL \) number is set equal to 0.5, a value which represents a good compromise between stability and speed of the calculations. The wall-stress-model is based on the set of ordinary differential equations proposed by Larsson et al. [8], that consists in the simplified momentum and total energy equations assuming the equilibrium assumption (for the details the reader is referred to [8, 16]).
These equations need to be solved in an independent grid that goes from the wall \( y = 0 \) (where the no-slip/no-penetration conditions for velocity and the isothermal/adiabatic wall conditions for temperature are imposed), to a matching location \( y = h_{wall} \) where the model takes as boundary conditions the quantities sampled by the LES field. The ODE system solution returns the near-wall velocity \( U_{wm} \) and temperature fields \( T_{wm} \), providing the computation of the wall shear stress, \( \tau_{w,wm} \) and the wall heat flux \( q_{w,wm} \), defined as

\[
\tau_{w,wm} = \left( \mu \frac{dU_{wm}}{dy} \right)_{y=0}, \quad q_{w,wm} = \left( \frac{c_p \mu dT_{wm}}{Pr} \right)_{y=0} \tag{1}
\]

These values are fed as boundary conditions to the LES field. In particular, the proposed numerical strategy aims at modifying the wall SGS viscosity \( \mu_{w}^{SGS} \) and wall SGS diffusivity \( \lambda_{w}^{SGS} \) accounting for the proper wall shear-stress and wall heat-flux. Thus, \( \mu_{w}^{SGS} \) and \( \lambda_{w}^{SGS} \) are locally modified in such a way that a factor corrects the resolved velocity and temperature gradients providing the right \( \tau_{w,wm} \) and \( q_{w,wm} \) at the bound. This is accomplished through the effective wall viscosity and effective wall heat diffusivity, defined as

\[
\mu_{eff} = (\mu_{w} + \mu_{w}^{SGS}) = \frac{\tau_{w,wm}}{U_{LES} \mu_{w}} \tag{2a}
\]
\[
\lambda_{eff} = (\lambda_{w} + \lambda_{w}^{SGS}) = \frac{q_{w,wm}}{q_{LES} \lambda_{w}} \tag{2b}
\]

The information of \( \mu_{eff} \) and \( \lambda_{eff} \) is used to modify the SGS viscosity and diffusivity in such a way that the LES computation sees \( \tau_{LES} = \mu_{eff} \frac{dU_{w}}{dy} \) and \( q_{LES} = \lambda_{eff} \frac{dT_{w}}{dy} \) as the shear-stress and heat-flux values at the boundary. In this way, the shear-stress model by Larsson et al. [8] is successfully coupled with the LES solver, accounting for the non-negligible near-wall SGS contribution due to the poor local resolution. Therefore, in the case of WMLES, the SGS viscosity \( \mu_{w}^{SGS} \) and diffusivity \( \lambda_{w}^{SGS} \) at the wall location are not zero but, as the grid gets progressively finer, they fall back to be zero as expected in the WR case. This arrangement smoothly unifies the WRLES and the WMLES approaches, keeping active both the no-slip/no-penetration conditions for the velocity and the isothermal/adiabatic conditions for the temperature fields at the wall.

In the present method, great attention is paid to the matching location between the wall-stress model and the LES field. In particular, this is usually chosen as a fixed position, at a certain distance from the wall (see, e.g., Larsson et al. [8] for details), a choice which clashes with the dynamism of the proposed strategy and with the possibility of treating portions of the same wall with a WR or a WM approach according to local flow conditions. Thus, the matching location between the wall-stress model and the LES field is obtained using a dynamical procedure that checks if the first grid point near the wall (\( y_1 \)) satisfies the WRLES grid requirements, which are assumed by the condition \( y_1^+ = \rho_w u_\tau y_1 / \mu_w < 5 \). In particular, a first \( y_1^+ \) guess is obtained by solving the Reichardt’s law [17] in term of the friction velocity \( u_\tau \). The equation reads as

\[
\frac{u_\parallel}{u_\tau} = \kappa^{-1} \log \left( 1 + \kappa y^+ \right) + C_\kappa \left( 1 - e^{-y^+} - y^+ e^{-0.33y^+} \right) \tag{3}
\]

Here \( \kappa = 0.41 \) is the Von Kármán constant while \( C_\kappa = 7.8 \) is the model fitting parameter. The information of \( u_\tau \) is used to test the boundary resolution. In particular, if \( y_1^+ < 5 \), the local bound is treated as a WR;
otherwise, the WM procedure is employed. The exchange location between the model and the LES field is always chosen to lie well within the log-layer (\(y_{wm}^+ \approx 40\)) to avoid the extreme velocities and pressure fluctuations that characterise the buffer layer and to stabilise the response of the wall-stress model. A sketch related to the prominent near-wall occurrences is reported Figure 1.

Figure 1: Major occurrences in the unified WR/WMLES procedure regarding the near-wall resolution. The condition reported in Figure 1a falls the method back to a purely WR setup. Figure 1b denotes an intermediate setup in which the shear stress model acts partially. Figure 1c provide a purely WM configuration in which the shear-stress model heads the wall dynamics. Nodes tagged with \(j > 0\) indices denote the fluid points (light blue) whereas the nodes tagged with \(j \leq 0\) represent the ghosts (purple red).

After the local near-wall resolution is guessed, and the matching location is found, the coupled equations are solved using a second-order accurate interpolation and differentiation at the cell faces, using the interface location \(h_{wm}\) in the LES domain as a top boundary for the ODE model (see, e.g., [16, 8] for a detailed discussion). Since both the discretised equations result in a tridiagonal system, a classical Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA) is used to solve them efficiently. The desired effective viscosity \(\mu_{eff}\) (diffusivity \(\lambda_{eff}\)) is enforced at the wall by means of the ghost nodes, in which are placed the ghost values of the overall viscosity \(\mu_{tot} = \mu + \mu_{SGS}\) (diffusivity \(\lambda_{tot} = \lambda + \lambda_{SGS}\)). Thus, using the following extrapolation formula:

\[
\mu_{tot}^{j+1,gh} = 2\mu_{eff} - \mu_{tot}^{j,gh} \quad j = 1, \ldots, 3
\]

This method is found to be very effective in terms of stability since it does not directly alter the LES velocity and temperature fields, but it locally modifies the quantities provided by the SGS model.
3 RESULTS DISCUSSION

In this section, the main results obtained with the proposed unified WR/WMLES method are presented. Two distinct flow configurations are considered: a nearly-incompressible turbulent channel flow and a spatially-developing supersonic turbulent boundary layer.

3.1 Turbulent channel flow

The turbulent channel flow represents a fundamental benchmark for any wall-turbulence model. Here a nearly-incompressible flow at $M_b = u_b/c_w = 0.1$ and $Re_\tau = \rho_w u_\tau h/\mu_w = 590$ is considered. The details on the computational set-up and boundary conditions can be found looking at Bernardini et al. [18]. Since the main focus of the present work is to investigate the possibility of enabling a smooth transition between a WR and WM case, numerical simulations are performed using a set of grids with a decreasing wall-normal resolution. In particular, the pre-computed $y^+_w$ location of the first grid point is progressively moved away from the wall in the following fashion: $y^+_w = \{3, 19\}$. These values are selected to represent two possible conditions: nearly WR and mixed WR/WM arrangements. Figure 2 reports the results of the computations in terms of scaled mean velocity profile $u^+ = u/u_\tau$ and density scaled Reynolds stresses components $\tau_{ij}/\tau_w$ and compares them with the DNS data of Vreman and Kuerten [19].

The results highlight that the proposed method can link the WR and the WM successfully, even in the case where the first point falls inside the buffer layer. To quantitatively analyse the transition between the WR and the WM case, the two-points spanwise correlation of the turbulent streamwise velocity...
fluctuations is computed as

\[ R_{11}(y, \Delta z) = \frac{u_1''(x, y, z) u_1''(x, y, z + \Delta z)}{u_1''(x, y, z) u_1''(x, y, z)} \]

Contours of \( R_{11} \) as a function of the spacing \( \Delta z \) are reported in Figure 3.

As expected, as the grid gets progressively coarser and can not capture the inner wall dynamics correctly, it can still catch the outer dynamics very effectively. Another important consideration is that the external turbulent dynamics is well described almost independently of the \( y^+ \) location, which means that the model still provides the correct assessment of the boundary conditions.

3.2 Spatially-developing compressible turbulent boundary layer

As a next step, the present unified WR/WMLES is employed to reproduce the dynamics of a spatially-developing compressible turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate. The Mach number of the flow is set equal to \( \text{Ma}_\infty = 2 \) and the inflowing friction Reynolds number is set equal to \( \text{Re}_{\tau, 0} = \frac{\delta_0}{\nu} = 180 \). Here \( \delta_0 \) denotes the 99% inflowing boundary layer thickness while \( \delta_v = \frac{\mu_w}{(\rho_w u_T)} \) is the viscous length. Wall-normal statistics are collected in correspondence to the location where \( \text{Re}_\tau = 250 \). The details of the computational setup and boundary conditions can be found looking at Pirozzoli and Bernardini [20]. This type of flow is useful to test the performance of the present unified WR/WMLES also in compressible conditions. As in the previous benchmark, the transition between WR and WM approaches is monitored through progressively coarser grids, starting from an almost WR condition. Thus, the pre-computed \( y^+_w \) location is set in the sample \( y^+_w = \{3, 19, 26\}^T \), which represents a coarse WR case, an intermediate WR/WM setups and a mostly WM arrangement. The computations’ results are reported in Figure 4 and compared to the DNS data of Pirozzoli and Bernardini [20].
From the obtained results, it can be observed that the mean scaled velocity profile is impressively accurate for all cases, independently of the wall resolution even though the scaled Reynolds stress components profiles disagree with the DNS data in the coarser grids for the first few points near the wall. However, it can be seen that away from the wall, the reference solution is fully recovered. The reason for this discrepancy in the fluctuation fields is that the wall model needs some grid points to activate the turbulent stresses. For this reason, the first points close to the wall are to be considered as a starting region inherent to the model.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a straightforward numerical strategy able to link the Wall-Resolved (WR) and the Wall-Modelled (WM) Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) approaches in a High-Order Finite-Difference (HOFD) framework. The proposed unified WR/WMLES method locally modifies the diffusive flow properties at the wall location accounting for the SubGrid Scale (SGS) contributions which arise in near-wall low-resolved setups. Moreover, preserving both the no-slip/no-penetration conditions for the velocity and the isothermal/adiabatic conditions for the temperature fields, the proposed numerical strategy falls back into a standard WR case if the grid places enough points in the near-wall regions. This fact implies that the user can save a considerable amount of pre-processing time that is usually taken to treat near-wall regions while getting the most out of its available computational resources.

The numerical technique is applied to nearly-incompressible and compressible turbulent bounded flows configurations proving an excellent accuracy in predicting mean velocity profiles, Reynolds stresses components and two-points spatial correlation in the spanwise direction. In particular, the unified WR/WMLES if found able to accurately head the turbulence dynamics in the outer layer almost in-
dependently of the near-wall resolution.

Future perspectives of present work will be to implement the unified WR/WMLES method with an Immersed Boundary Method (IBM), (see, e.g., De Vanna et al. [11]) to perform Large-Eddy-Simulations of turbulent flows in complex geometries by using HOFD methods.
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